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Borderlands 3 dlc heads and skins

There are lots of things missing from this list Anyone seen ectoplasmic skin too, this Amara head skin. There's also Sombrero Headskin for Zane (I forgot that name..) here's a pic :) Missing ronin head, and a few others, please add, I'm missing a head of 24 and I thought this list would help Here is a list of all the cosmetics found in the Bounty of Blood DLC,
minus the vehicle skins. They are listed on another list of mine found here: I list each item in the place(s) I found it in. If you find an item below drops from another, additional source, please let me know in the comments. Thanks! Note: I think I found all the items, but if you find one not listed here, let me know too! (There's a second weapon trinket I've seen
mention, that's why I'm asking).A. Room DecorationsB. Character Heads and SkinsC. Echo temand. Weapons trinkets. Emotesa, i'm sorry. Room decorations:. Chemistry Set - Kormash. Ruins Tapestry – All Satos Saga items are collected and Sato caches are opened. Old Guitar - All creature feature film reels were found. The key to the city - DLC story
campaign completion. Core Lamp - Quatermaster, Ruins. (Also drops like a world drop.). Rampage of Gorgoth - Qautermaster, Ruins. Saloon Sign - Quartermaster, Ruins. Belik Trophy - Quatermaster. High Noon Watch - Ruins, World Drop. Seven Smugglers Poster - RuinsB. Character Heads and skins:. Medic4nt - Fl4k Head - Quartermaster, Ruins. Killer
Kitsune - Amara Head - Quartermaster, Ruins. Devilish Rogue - Zane Head - Quartermaster, Ruins. Outlaw - Moze Head - Quartermaster, Ruins. Devil Raider - Vault Hunter Skin - Rewared for completing the side mission The Meatman located in Bloodsun Canyon. Note: Each vault hunter will need to complete this mission individually to unlock their
respective version of this skin.) C. Echo Themes:. Note – It seems that all echo themes can drop as the world drops. The sources below still seem to release them more reliably.. Ruination - Ruins. Local Service - Quatermaster, Ruins, world drop. Rocky Talkie - Kormash. Tattoo Transmiter - QuatermasterD. Weapons Trinkets:. Devil's Tooth - Reward for
completing all skin to win crew challenges.. Battle Driver - belik primisE. Emotes:Worm - Reward for completing all the most desired crew challenges. (Must be unlocked individually for each vault hunter.) Cross Arms - Worm - Reward for completing all Good Prospects crew challenges. (Must be unlocked individually for each vault hunter.) Hope this helps!
Page 2Posted by4 months ago 58 comments Borderlands 3 Loot and Weapon Credits go out for @apocalyptech @GrzesPL and @sadexotic to find most of the drop sites. Thanks guys. There are also galleries and a made by @apocalyptech. You can find the links for them after the list. For the other cosmetics, check out my second list:List:List Echo
Themes, Room Decorations, Weapon Trinkets, Weapon Skins and Emotes (including all DLCs) For vehicle parts and paint jobs, with some pictures of the rare spawning locations: List of vehicle parts and paint work (up to and including DLC 3, with pictures of the rare spawning sites) Rarities. To save time and a million-mile-long descriptions, here are the
rarities: Common or White Rarity Uncommon or Green Rarity Rare or Blue Rarity Epic or Very Rare/Purple Rarity Legendary or Orange Rarity Notes: 1. The antisocial head can be acquired after donating at least $5 to Direct Relief. After donation you will receive an SHiFT Code that unlocks the head for all the 4 characters. Link for the donation is after the
list. 2. As, Follow, Obey (Borderlands Stream Team) headers exist, and will be sent via in-game mail, after updating your information on the SHiFT website. A message will pop up immediately after logging in, just follow the instructions. 3. Vault Insider Program (VIP) ended on May 18, 2020, Twitch Prime loot cannot be redeemed after May 14, 2020. These
cosmetics (probably) will not be available anymore. 4. To get all the cosmetics from the Science Machine, you need to complete 225 puzzles in total (+5 for Borderlands Science! quest, which is basically an introduction to the machine, without cosmetic reward). Amara Heads Crazy Earl Transmission Vector - Uncommon; 100 Eridium Jawbreaker - Rare; 140
Eridium Cyber Hawk - Epic; 180 Eridium Pucker Up - Epic; 180 Eridium Cat's Unforsaken Roar - Rare; 140 Eridium Streamlined - Uncommon; 100 Eridium Full Coverage - Legendary; 240 Eridium Bully for You - Common; 80 Eridium Tuff Scruff - Common; 80 Eridium Pony Up - Uncommon; 100 Eridium Mission Reward Some Scrapes - Rare; Cult Following
story mission reward Lance Helmet - Rare; Atlas, On Last Story Mission Reward Desperado - Uncommon; Guns of Reliance story mission reward Psyren - Rare; The Great Vault story mission reward Marcus Bobble - Rare; Powerful Connections page mission reward NOG Mask - Rare; Technical NOGout page mission reward Moxxi's Heist of the Handsome
Jackpot (DLC 1) Astral Empress - Legendary; dropped by Junpai Goat Eater Guns, Love, and Tentacles: The Marriage of Wainwright &amp; Hammerlock (DLC 2) Mind Slayer - Rare; dropped by Badasses Bounty of Blood (DLC 3) Killer Kitsune - Epic; dropped by Ruins Psycho Krieg and the amazing Fustercluck (DLC 4) Wired Science - Rare; dropped by
Locomöbius, Dr. Benedict and Psychoreaver World drop Bird Collar - Rare; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Chokella - Epic; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Cry Havoc - Rare; world drop, Cash Trap Slot Machine Mane Event - Epic; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Motosaurus - Uncommon; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Starry Eyed -
Uncommon; world drop, cash trap slot machine Antisocial - Legendary; acquired after donating at least $5 to Direct Relief (see link after the list) Brick Top - Epic; unlocked through the Vault Insider Program (VIP) for points (can no longer be redeemed after 18 May 2020) Bonedana - Rare; Spooky Surprise reward K9W3T-BJZ59-B9SHB-6B3JT-T9CFF (code
expired) Roll Player - Epic; only available to Twitch Prime users (no longer redeemable after May 14, 2020) Hotline Pandora - Epic; reward for completing 14 challenges in the Revenge of the Cartels event (the event ended) Neon Diva - Rare; reward for beating Lilith in the Science Machine (completing 35 puzzles), the head will be sent in post Trimmed and
Doomed - Epic; Retro Cosmetic Pack (included in deluxe and Super Deluxe edition of the game) Skull and Domes - Epic; Neon Cosmetic Pack (included in deluxe and Super Deluxe edition of the game) Tiger of Spartali (Borderlands 3 Stream Team manager) - Epic; see notes how to obtain those Fl4k heads Crazy Earl De4thless - Uncommon; 100 Eridium
Cr4cked - Rare; 140 Eridium Sh4man - Epic; 180 Eridium M4nta Ray - Epic; 180 Eridium Skull Pl4te - Rare; 140 Eridium Inh4ler - Uncommon; 100 Eridium Immort4l - Legendary; 240 Eridium Bully for You - Common; 80 Eridium Tuff Scruff - Common; 80 Eridium Pony Up - Uncommon; 100 Eridium Mission Reward He4d in the Cloud - Rare; Cult Following
story mission reward Lance Helmet - Rare; Atlas, On Last Story Mission Reward Desperado - Uncommon; Guns of Reliance story mission reward Der4nged Ranger - Rare; The Great Vault story mission reward Marcus Bobble - Rare; Powerful Connections page mission reward NOG Mask - Rare; Technical NOGout page mission reward Moxxi's Heist of the
Handsome Jackpot (DLC 1) Roy4alty - Epic; Crew Challenge reward for killing Gorgeous Armada, the head will be sent by mail Guns, Love, and Tentacles: The Marriage of Wainwright &amp; Hammerlock (DLC 2) Abyss4l - Rare; dropped by Badasses Bounty of Blood (DLC 3) Mendic4nt - Epic; dropped by Ruins Psycho Krieg and the amazing Fustercluck
(DLC 4) Lumin4ry - Rare; dropped by Evil Lilith, Locomöbius and Dr. Benedict World drop Bird Collar - Rare; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Yok4i - Epic; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine 4ction Figure - Uncommon; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Anim4tronic - Epic; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Dre4dful Visage - Uncommon; world drop,
Cash Trap slot machine Simul4crum - Rare; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Other Antisoci4l - Legendary; acquired after donating at least $5 to Direct Relief (see link after the list) Camoufl4ge - Epic; unlocked by the Vault Insider Program (VIP) for 4000 points (can no longer be redeemed after May 18, 2020) Fl4Kenstein's Master - Rare; Spooky Surprise
reward K9W3T-BJZ59-B9SHB-6B3JT-T9CFF (code expired) Roll Player - Epic; only available to Twitch Prime users (no longer redeemable after May 14, 2020) Hotline Pandora - Epic; reward for completing 14 challenges in the Revenge of the Cartels event (the event ran Neon Predator - Rare; reward for beating Tannis in the Science Machine (completing
50 puzzles), the head will be sent in post Trimmed and Doomed - Epic; Retro Cosmetic Pack (included in Deluxe Deluxe Super Deluxe edition of the game) Skull and Domes - Epic; Neon Cosmetic Pack (included in deluxe and Super Deluxe edition of the game) 4NU Bust (Borderlands 3 Stream Team head) - Epic; see notes how to obtain those Moze heads
Crazy Earl Cy-Ops - Uncommon; 100 Eridium Iron Baron - Rare; 140 Eridium Shark Tank - Epic; 180 Eridium Decoupled - Epic; 180 Eridium Conqueror - Rare; 140 Eridium Knight Watch - Uncommon; 100 Eridium Swooper Trooper - Legendary; 240 Eridium Bully for You - Common; 80 Eridium Tuff Scruff - Common; 80 Eridium Pony Up - Uncommon; 100
Eridium Mission Reward Isolation - Rare; Cult Following story mission reward Lance Helmet - Rare; Atlas, On Last Story Mission Reward Desperado - Uncommon; Guns of Reliance story mission reward Mad Moze - Rare; The Great Vault story mission reward Marcus Bobble - Rare; Powerful Connections page mission reward NOG Mask - Rare; Technical
NOGout page mission reward Moxxi's Heist of the Handsome Jackpot (DLC 1) Weapon Haute - Legendary; reward for completing all mayor's Killer Look Crew Challenges, the head will be sent by mail Guns, Love and Tentacles: The Marriage of Wainwright &amp; Hammerlock (DLC 2) Strange Angles - Rare; dropped by Badasses and Kratch Bounty of
Blood (DLC 3) Outlaw - Epic; dropped by Ruins Psycho Krieg and the amazing Fustercluck (DLC 4) Spark of Genius - Rare; dropped by Locomöbius and Dr. Benedict World drop Bird Collar - Rare; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Fresh to Death - Rare; world drop, Cash Trap slot machineBlack Eye - Epic; world drop, Cash Trap slot machineA Bull Mozer
- Epic; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Eyes On Target - Uncommon; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Toxic Behavior - Uncommon; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Other Antisocial - Legendary; acquired after donating at least $5 to Direct Relief (see link after the list) Meowze - Epic; unlocked by the Vault Insider Program (VIP) for 4000 points
(can no longer be redeemed after May 18, 2020) Mozo - Rare; Spooky Surprise reward K9W3T-BJZ59-B9SHB-6B3JT-T9CFF (code expired) Roll Player - Epic; only available to Twitch Prime users (no longer redeemable after May 14, 2020) Hotline Pandora - Epic; reward for completing 14 challenges in the Revenge of the Cartels event (the event expired)
Neon Charger - Rare; reward for beating Ellie in Science Machine (which completes 30 puzzles), the head will be sent in post Tuned and Doomed - Epic; Retro Cosmetic Pack (included in deluxe and Super Deluxe edition of the game) Skull and Domes - Epic; Neon Cosmetic Pack (included in deluxe and Super Deluxe edition of the game) Fuel Metal
(Borderlands 3 Stream Team manager) - Epic; see note how to obtain those Zane heads Crazy Earl Tusk Raider - Uncommon; 100 Eridium suction filter - Rare; 140 Eridium Weathered - Epic; 180 Eridium - Epic; 180 Eridium Hard Bop - Rare; 140 Eridium Daredevil - Uncommon; 100 Eridium Mythic - Legendary; 240 Eridium Bully for You - Common; 80
Eridium Tuff Scruff - Common; Common; Eridium Pony Up - Uncommon; 100 Eridium Mission Reward Wanderer - Rare; Cult Following story mission reward Lance Helmet - Rare; Atlas, On Last Story Mission Reward Desperado - Uncommon; Guns of Reliance story mission reward Inzanity - Rare; The Great Vault story mission reward Marcus Bobble - Rare;
Powerful Connections page mission reward NOG Mask - Rare; Technical NOGout page mission reward Moxxi's Heist of Handsome Jackpot (DLC 1) Crownin' Around - Epic; dropped by Evil Saint Lawrence Guns, Love, and Tentacles: The Marriage of Wainwright &amp; Hammerlock (DLC 2) Chaotic Hood - Epic; dropped by Badasses and Mancubus Eldritch
Statues Bounty of Blood (DLC 3) Devilish Rogue - Epic; dropped by Ruins Psycho Krieg and the amazing Fustercluck (DLC 4) Thinking Clearly - Rare; dropped by Evil Brick, Locomöbius and Dr. Benedict World drop Bird Collar - Rare; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Demon could cry - Uncommon; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Hombre - Epic;
world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Jawperative - Epic; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine One Last Job - Uncommon; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Ronin - Rare; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Other Antisocial - Legendary; acquired after donating at least $5 to Direct Relief (see link after the list) Oni - Epic; unlocked by the Vault Insider Program
(VIP) for 4000 points (can no longer be redeemed after May 18, 2020) Wolfin' Shine - Rare; Spooky Surprise reward K9W3T-BJZ59-B9SHB-6B3JT-T9CFF (code expired) Roll Player - Epic; only available to Twitch Prime users (no longer redeemable after May 14, 2020) Hotline Pandora - Epic; reward for completing 14 challenges in the Revenge of the
Cartels event (the event ended) Neon Mullet - Rare; reward for beating Mad Moxxi in the Science Machine (completing 40 puzzles), the head will be sent in post Tuned and Doomed - Epic; Retro Cosmetic Pack (included in deluxe and Super Deluxe edition of the game) Skull and Domes - Epic; Neon Cosmetic Pack (included in deluxe and Super Deluxe
edition of the game) Regent (Borderlands 3 Stream Team manager) - Epic; see notes how to get them Skins Notes: 1. Like, Follow, Obey (Borderlands Stream Team) skins are available, and will be sent via in-game mail after updating your information on the SHiFT website. A message will pop up immediately after logging in, just follow the instructions. 2.
The Vault Insider Program (VIP) ended on May 18, 2020. 3. To get all the cosmetics from the Science Machine, you need to complete 225 puzzles in total (+5 for Borderlands Science! quest, which is basically an initiation to the machine, without cosmetic reward). 4. The challenges for event-based skins need to be completed only with one character. Once
the rewards have been claimed, they will be automatically added to the Quick Change station and unlocked for all characters. The same applies to Skins too, you need to finish takedowns with a character and they will be unlocked for all characters. 4.1 4.1 event-based skin changed slightly this year (for the Bloody Harvest event), unfortunately, from 2019 it
is unattainable. 5. Obtain the story and page mission based skins for all characters, requiring all these missions to be completed with each character individually. 6. For The Art of Stealth skin you get two after completing the Crew Challenge for it. One is placed in your inventory for the character you completed the Crew Challenge with, another will be sent by
mail for a random character. Standard Skins Operative Skin Beastmaster Skin Siren Skin Gunner Skin Crazy Earl Amp Stamp - Rare; 155 Eridium Anshin Wash - Uncommon; 120 Eridium Pimp My Raider - Rare; 200 Eridium Dressed Circuit - Rare; 155 Eridium Funk By - Epic; 200 Eridium Neon Dreams - Legendary; 270 Eridium Freedom Mode - Epic; 200
Eridium Hunting Season - Common; 90 Eridium Hot Rod - Uncommon; 120 Eridium Hear Me Roar - Common; 90 Eridium Bubblegum Bum - Rare; 155 Eridium Mission Reward Muddy Slaughters - Rare; From the Ground Up story mission reward Caustic Bloom - Rare; The first Vault Hunter story mission reward Atlas Classic - Rare; Atlas, Finally story mission
reward Gilded Rage - Rare; Cold as grave story mission reward Signature Style - Rare; The Great Vault story mission reward Moxxi's Heist of the Handsome Jackpot (DLC 1) As a Million Dollars - Legendary Amara: Crew Challenge reward for killing Junpai Goat Eater, skin will be sent by mail Fl4k: Crew Challenge reward for killing Evil Saint Lawrence, skin
will be sent by mail Moze: Crew Challenge reward for killing dough-3, skin will be sent by mail Zane: Crew Challenge reward for killing Loco Chantelle, skin will be sent in mail Guns, Love, and Tentacles: Marriage of Wainwright &amp; Hammerlock (DLC 2) Tentacular Spectacular - Epic; dropped by Mancubus Eldritch Statues (random for all the 4 characters)
Bounty of Blood (DLC 3) Devil Raider - Epic; The Meatman Prophecy side mission reward Psycho Krieg and the amazing Fustercluck (DLC 4) Splatter (Spl4tter for Fl4k) - Epic; dropped by Dr. Benedict (randomly for all the 4 characters) Guardian Rank Burning Bright - Epic; reward for using 35 points in the Hunter tree in Guardian Rank Hex Bolts - Epic;
reward for using 35 points in Survivor Tree in Guardian Rank Urban Blammo - Epic; reward for using 35 points in the Enforcer tree in Guardian Rank Special / Challenge Like, Follow, Obey (Borderlands 3 Stream Team skin) - Legendary; see notes how to obtain them Horror Punk - Epic; Neon Cosmetic Pack (included in deluxe and Super Deluxe edition of
the game) Retro Futurist - Epic; Retro Cosmetic Pack (included in deluxe and Super Deluxe edition of the game) Conventional Reppin' - Rare; unlocked in the Vault Insider Program (VIP) for 4000 points for each character (can't be redeemed anymore after May 18, 2020) About Spooks Could Kill - Epic; reward for having 12 challenges in the 2019 Bloody
Harvest Event (Unattainable) Haunted Look - Rare; reward for for 12 challenges in the 2020 Bloody Harvest event (the event has expired) Heartbreaker - Epic; reward for breaking 75 hearts in Broken Hearts event (event expired) Death of Filigrees - Epic; reward for completing 18 challenges in the Revenge of the Cartels event (the event ended) Festive
Vestments - Legendary; Mercenary Day reward, CSKJB-6B9BZ-5K696-RBTB3-6FCBS (code expired) The Art of Stealth - Epic; reward for completing all Crimson Radio Crew Challenges Spec'd Out - Legendary; reward for completing takedown at Maliwan Blacksite Bad Astra - Legendary; reward for finishing Takedown on Guardian Breach Electric Avenue -
Rare Moze - reward for beating Brick in the Science Machine (completing 10 puzzles), skin will be sent by mail Amara - reward for beating Mordecai in Science Machine (complete 15 puzzles), the skin will be sent in post Zane - reward for beating Torgue in the Science Machine (completing 20 puzzles), the skin will be sent by mail Fl4k - reward for beating
Marcus in The Science Machine (completing 25 puzzles), the skin will be sent in post World drop Creature of the Night - Rare; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Ectoplasmic - Epic; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Extreme Caution - Rare; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Hyperion Beast - Rare; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Jungle Sylt - Rare;
world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Labradortilla - Rare; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Moist the Flag - Epic; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Ravenous - Legendary; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Safe, Why not? - Legendary; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Teal Appeal - Epic; world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Trippy Hippie - Epic;
world drop, Cash Trap slot machine Other / unknown Candy Raver - Epic; ??? Crimson Raiment - Rare; ??? Maliwan Mood - Epic; ??? Tropic Blunder - Epic; ??? Ship It - Legendary; Developers Just Skin Links: Gearbox Loot Donate to Direct Relief and get an awesome digital face mask as a gift. The minimum donation is $5. Please increase the quantity to
donate more. Look, we get it. We know it's weird that you're on a merchandise website to make a donation. We think it's... Price: USD 5.00 docs.google.com Overview This worksheet tries to catalog all global customizations in Borderlands 3. ie: the ones that you unlock once and then have in your profile forever. It keeps track of character
heads/skins/emotes, weapon skins, weapon syncettes,... Beastmaster (Fl4k) heads: Beastmaster (Fl4k) skins: Gunner (Moze) heads: Gunner (Moze) skins: Operative (Zane) heads: Of operative (Zane) skins: Siren (Amara) heads: Siren (Amara) skins: 14 Likes propelerhead: which are only available to members of the Gearbox Programming Power Team
(yet?). You can check the check out here: Here's the better photo. Propelerhead: Psyren iirc this head (all VH) is a reward from story missions after beating Troy. 2 Like Thanks I edit the list. Does anyone know if the new heads posted above are obtainable in Maliwan Takedown? I finished it yesterday and just get the skin. Are the heads the rare drop from the
boss or something? 1 As I saw one of the guys from the BL stream team on Twitch a few days ago, he said the skins were in the game before Maliwan Takedown and it may drop, but the heads aren't. He didn't say anything else, whether Gearbox will add it, or not. 1 Like Thats weird. I know they were added somewhere around October 24 cause the total list
changed from 26 to 28. One of it was Bloody Harvest's head, so the other should be this. (this post will be almost identical to the one I just left on your second customization-list thread, btw.) Hi, and thanks for posting this list! It was pretty helpful. I had put my own spreadsheet version of this together, with an eye toward possible modding (so it contains the
actual in-game object balance references, etc), which I've now got online here: – your data was quite useful for filling in some gaps. One thing I wanted to mention in here is that like the second customization list you had, the world drops don't actually have an increased chance of dropping from any of the named enemies (Tyreen, Traunt, Graveward)
Anyway, thanks again for the list! 2 Like all story mission rewards skins are tapped too like NOG Head. Atlas Classic - Mission Reward: Atlas, Finally Gilded Rage - Mission Reward: Cold as the Grave Signature Style - Mission Reward: The Great Vault Ah, thank you, good to know, I'll update it! Edit: You all said but then only listed three – I guess you meant
that literally all the skin mission rewards characters are tapped, and not just these three? Unfortunately, only three listed above. Caustic Bloom is from story mission, but it works fine. I missed it in the list that's why I said all Aha, good deal! Glad I edited conservatively, then. 1 As I found your thread while looking for the last Zane head I'm missing and noticed
how you said enough the mask is either glitched or non-existent. I swore I had this and Had to check. When I check my Moze, I got it for her. Looking back im not sure where or when exactly i acquired it this can be huge,do you have a physical copy? And if so, for what platform? On the PS4 at least I've been told that it is normally rewarded as of version
1.0,and the very next update for some reason removed it from existence. Gearbox has been fully aware of this since October and has chosen to make ... Nothing. Sadly I don't have a physical copy. I'm a collector of everything in the game. But it must have been before I started duplicate sheads and skins that I receive. Because the space was very limited
early. I started using a second second to keep everything not long after release. And I'm on PS4 Actually, for some of the missions you're going to get skins or heads as a reward, you get a gun or a grenade mod instead. Which is really annoying... I still find its aload of crap that the so-called current team heads are still not available for every1 yet even doh
gearbox said it would be. I've had the patience with the fact that they were originally advertised before the Halloween event, let's believe we'd get them from it. But then give us the stupid Halloween head and to come out with this stream team BS. Now after 3 major updates/DLC's heck, takedown and handsome jackpot. Still no fucking anubis head, so what
in the underworld is the deal #gearbox And all it does now is discourage me from watching YouTube vids every time I see a streamer using it as click bait They are in Maliwan theme, so probably should be rewarded in takedown with skins, but are bugged. 1 That should be the keywords A lot of customization items are tapped, unfortunately like a lot of things
throughout the game. Went through your list, and I can confirm that Jack Plaque is dropped by Gorgeous Armada next page → →
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